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As part of its centennial, Boeing is underwriting
a traveling aerospace exhibit. It has been a big
hit with young imaginative minds after opening
in Washington, D.C., at the Smithsonian’s
National Air and Space Museum.

Created more than two decades ago by
Boeing heritage company McDonnell Douglas,
Phantom Works is surrounded by mystique.
It’s an incubator for cool ideas and innovation
whose employees are helping make all of
Boeing better—well into the future.

A vast archival collection in three states not
only tells the century-old story of Boeing
and its heritage companies but also is used
by experts around the world and Boeing
employees to look ahead.

Creative ideas from employees are helping
Boeing meet its environmental targets.

Located in the heart of Europe, Poland is a
country on the move with an economy that is
expanding. Boeing has long enjoyed strong
commercial ties with Poland, but the nation is
now looking at the company’s cutting-edge
products for its defense needs.

The final C-17 down the assembly line recently
left the Long Beach, Calif., factory, but this
remarkable aircraft will continue to carry out
critical military and humanitarian missions
for decades.

Nelda Lee was the first woman flight-test
engineer for McDonnell Douglas, and had a
historic moment in an F-15 Eagle jet fighter.

Cover: Sibo Chou, an engineer with Boeing’s
Phantom Works, uses a motion suit to move
in tandem with his virtual avatar in the
Immersive Development Center in St. Louis.
Bob Ferguson | Boeing

Photo: Process engineers Scott Seddon,
left, and Ryan Dognaux inspect a 3-D
representation of an aircraft cockpit in
the Immersive Development Center’s
holographic cave. Bob Ferguson | Boeing
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100 YEARS. 500,000 PAGES.
COUNTLESS MILESTONES.

As Aviation Week Network and Boeing both turn 100, we’re celebrating by unlocking, for the very first time, a
digital archive of more than 500,000 articles, photographs and ads from Aviation Week & Space Technology.
Relive the adventures and stories of a century in the sky.

COMING IN 2016—AVIATIONWEEK.COM/100
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Leadership Message

Craig Cooning
President, Network & Space Systems

It can
be done
B:11.375”

S:10”

Boeing must nurture good
ideas and remove barriers
to innovation
At Boeing, we have long taken great
pride in solving seemingly impossible
challenges. Perhaps we were
destined to be that kind of company.
Consider that our founder, William E.
Boeing, recognized that the amazing
technological and industrial innovations
just coming to the fore in the early 1900s
were nothing short of revolutionary, so
much so that he declared, “it behooves
no one to dismiss any novel idea with
the statement, ‘it can’t be done.’ ”
As we move ahead in our centennial
year, many of the markets in which we
operate present us with new challenges
that will be among the biggest we’ll ever
have faced. While continuing to succeed
in the many tried-and-true things that
we have done since Bill Boeing’s time,
we must also now do something else:
Change our own paradigm for gamechanging innovation.
We are in a disruptive business
environment—at Boeing Defense,
Space & Security, large franchise
government programs are scarce.
Along with the large defense “primes”

that have been our traditional
competitors, we also now compete
and partner with well-funded upstart
players in information solutions,
satellites, space launch, human
spaceflight and space exploration.
And there’s nothing to stop these
“new space” or Silicon Valley players
from moving into other markets.
The meteoric rise of these upstarts
and tech giants has captured the
imaginations of everyday consumers
and won the admiration of many of
our traditional customers. These new
players have achieved tremendous
success providing products and
capabilities their customers did not
initially know they wanted or needed.
And even as our customers continue
to value the mission understanding,
reliability and assurance we can
provide—thanks to our years of
expertise performing well on large
and technically complex programs—
they’re also looking to us to do things
differently. While delivering mission
success with our historic “products,”
they also want us to act like the more
nimble, less risk-averse players with
whom we now compete. They want
new ideas, quick responses to change
in dynamic markets and innovative,
“art-of-the-deal” business arrangements.
Our colleagues at Commercial
Airplanes face similar challenges.
What can you do to help?
We must envision and anticipate

customer needs rather than waiting
for them to tell us their requirements.
We need to widen our focus beyond
winning and executing programs and
shine a stronger spotlight on making
amazing products, ones that do not
end up as obsolete because they met
decades-old assumptions or needs. In
the future we will need to provide even
more product leadership—in platforms,
systems, hardware, software or
product-enabled services—and on
operational excellence.
Finally, we must accelerate all
efforts aimed at removing barriers to
innovation. New space and Silicon
Valley companies enable innovation
partly through decentralization, which
empowers individuals, and they rely
on powerful strategic principles that
everyone understands. We will need
to adhere to our strategic principles
and create new business models
that allow us to pivot more quickly,
operate more affordably, enter into
new kinds of deals and tolerate more
risk. We also must continue to do a
better job fostering, nurturing and
developing new ideas. This can only
happen if each of us makes a promise
to ourselves to never again hear a wild
idea and say, “it can’t be done.”
Our company’s ability to grow,
sustain and create great jobs,
and remain the world leader in
aerospace, depends on it. n
photo: Paul Pinner | Boeing
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Snapshot

Dream big
Boeing employees maneuver a new
autoclave around a Dreamlifter at
Boeing South Carolina last month during
a two-hour trip from its on-site assembly
area to the Aftbody building. It’s where
employees use the site’s original
autoclave to manufacture composite
aft-fuselage barrels for 787 Dreamliners.
Boeing is expanding the building
to accommodate the new and bigger
autoclave, which weighs 1 million
pounds (463,600 kilograms) and
measures 120 feet long by 32 feet
wide (37 meters by 10 meters). It was
transported on a specialized self-drive
trailer with 21 axles and 336 tires.
After sanding and painting the
autoclave, employees will configure
it with internal components, then ready it
with special testing for 787 production
next year. PHOTO: ALAN MARTS | BOEING
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Quotables

“I wonder who the
crazy ones are now.”
— Chris Browne, chief operating officer of Germanybased TUI Group, who in 2005 was told she was
“crazy” for placing orders for a Boeing airplane
still in development—the 787. The leisure travel
company, which owns six airlines in Europe, now
has 13 787-8s and just ordered its first 787-9.
Brown said passengers are booking travel just so
they can fly on the 787. Boeing News Now, Aug. 11

“Never have we
had the ability to
attack the electronic
spectrum the way
this airplane will do.”
— Air Marshal Geoff Brown, former chief of the
Royal Australian Air Force, at the delivery
ceremony in St. Louis for the first of 12 Boeing
EA-18G Growlers for Australia, the only country
other than the U.S. to operate the advanced
electronic warfare aircraft. Flightglobal, July 29

“My kids got to be
on first-name basis
with (astronauts).”
—Carole Eitzen, who worked as a graphic artist
at NASA Johnson Space Center supporting the
Apollo program in the years leading up to the
moon landings. Read her story, and those of
other employees, industry colleagues and
enthusiasts, on Boeing’s centennial story
sharing website at boeing.com/our-stories.

September 2015
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FROM BEIJING TO FARTHER
A BETTER WAY TO FLY.

boeing.com/commercial
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Boeing builds and delivers the most complete ﬂeet of long-range commercial airplanes, enabling airlines to offer
nonstop, point-to-point service to virtually anywhere in the world. What’s more, Boeing’s long-range airplanes are
renowned for their efﬁciency and comfort, and consistently ranked ﬁrst by frequent ﬂyers. Going farther to make
travel easier. That’s a better way to ﬂy.
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Day of
discove
‘Above and Beyond’ exhibit
inspires young imaginations—
and a few career choices
By Da n Rale y | Ph oto s by Bo b Fe rg u s o n

Oblivious to people standing all
around him, Aydan Blakeley was on his
knees, arms on a low-slung rail, eyes
riveted straight ahead. The gradeschooler from Pennsylvania was inside
the Smithsonian’s National Air and
Space Museum in Washington, D.C.,

12
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specifically in the middle of the new
“Above and Beyond” touring exhibit.
For the longest time, Blakeley,
dressed in a T-shirt, shorts and
sneakers, was transfixed by an
interactive station called the
International Space Elevator, which
by video means transported him
through the different layers of Earth’s
Photo: Paul Frank, right, and his son,
Aidan, guests of Boeing on Family Day,
share in the wonderment of the Above
and Beyond exhibit in Washington, D.C.

ery
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atmosphere and well beyond. His
grandfather, Marty Gierke, a Boeing
brand reputation specialist in Arlington,
Va., was always close by. The
youngster’s thoughts, however, were
a million miles away.
“I saw outer space,” Blakeley said in
all seriousness when asked what had
commanded his full attention.
And in his next breath, without
any prompting, as if there were no
turning back, he added, “I want to be
an astronaut.”
Blakeley and his grandparents were
one of dozens of employee-related
groups who took part in Boeing Family
14
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Day, touring the Above and Beyond
exhibit in the nation’s capital shortly
after it opened in early August. It’s
unclear how many other young minds
were made up that afternoon regarding
career choices. It’s certain a lot of
thought-provoking activity took place.
Above and Beyond, underwritten
by Boeing, is produced by Evergreen
Exhibitions, in collaboration with NASA
and the Smithsonian’s National Air and
Space Museum. The exhibit will remain
at the museum until next January,
when it will move to St. Louis.
“The exhibition is aimed at
inspiring the next generation of pilots,

engineers, astronauts, scientists and
innovators, the imagination of all who
will advance aerospace into the next
century,” said Jenna McMullin, director
of Boeing’s centennial planning.
By all accounts, Above and Beyond,
which consists of 20 interactive stations,
simulations or historic touchstones,

Photos: (Above) A wind-tunnel model
of Boeing’s Blended Wing Body in the
Above and Beyond exhibit. (Right) Autymn
Webb, left, a Boeing office administrator
in Arlington, Va., and her niece Mainyana
Tarver fly a mock airplane they designed
in the Full Throttle exhibit station.

September 2015
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covers 5,000 square feet (460 square
meters), and will be put on display in
several locations throughout the United
States and world, did exactly what it
was supposed to do: Inspire discovery
and wonderment in the next generation
with its hands-on approach.
This unique interaction represents
the next concept in museum fare,
according to Laura Lott, president
and CEO of the American Alliance
of Museums, an exhibit visitor and
Photo: Exhibit visitors simulate flight at the
interactive Spread Your Wings station.
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spouse to a Boeing employee.
“This is the extreme high end of high
technology and it’s really a test case,”
Lott said. “At museums, you go to look
and read a lot; here, you get engaged.
Museums are watching to see how it
works. It’s a different kind of trend in
the museum world. It makes sense—
museums keeping up with what’s
happening in the rest of our lives.”
By far, Above and Beyond’s most
popular exhibit offering was Full
Throttle, a simulator station that
enables participants to design and pilot
an airplane. A standing touch screen
is used to accomplish the former task;
18
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a flight-deck seat and accompanying
controls are responsible for the latter.
On Boeing Family Day, the station
carried long lines at all times.
A teenage Britney Gonzalez, whose
father, Miguel, is a Boeing Human
Resources director for government
operations, intends to be an engineer
someday. Full Throttle helped steer her
more in that direction.
“I’m definitely not going to be
a pilot, but it was meaningful to fly a
plane, especially after picking out
your plane and deciding what to do
so it flies,” she said.
Added her father: “I thought this would

be a very good experience for her.”
Boeing aerospace engineer Kim
Kolb and his wife, Maggie, watched
approvingly as their teenage daughter,
Julia, and young son, Joe, took their
turns at the busy Full Throttle station.
A week earlier, Julia had expressed
a strong desire to be a writer, but
now it was an engineer, following her
design and flight exhibit experience,
according to her mother.
“It takes you straight up and you
get to spot things along the way—it’s
real,” Julia said enthusiastically of
the simulator. “There’s a space port
in it and I’d like to see that happen in

the future. I’m a physical learner and
this was something that got its point
across very well.”
Ryan Chambers asked his mother,
Kristen, a Boeing staff analyst, rather
pointedly if he was going to be subjected
to words and pictures once more on this
particular museum visit. The third-grader
was pleased to learn there was much
more to the Above and Beyond exhibit,
especially in the Full Throttle station.
“I liked it because you could
design your own plane and color it a
different color,” Ryan said. “It was also
really cool because you could go at
supersonic speed.”

His mother noted he “likes to build
and he’s curious about how things are
made—this was perfect for him.”
Exhibit visitors initially are greeted
by an interactive station far lighter in
tone, but similarly popular: Spread
Your Wings. Individuals step on circular
prompts and their movements are
mimicked by birds on a video screen in
front of them. They can flap, fly, dive,
turn right and turn left.
Steve Rice, Boeing director of
political mobilization, his wife, Robin,
and grade-school-age sons Zach and
Dylan each shared in the three-minute
feathered flight. It had them passing over

water and around trees, rock walls and
mountainous terrain. It had them smiling.
“The flying game was fun,” Zach
said. “You get to imagine that you are
flying like a bird.”
The Above and Beyond exhibit
also offers interactive sites that allow
participants to choose a planet, moon
or asteroid to move to and explore,
remove space junk from Earth’s
Photo: Caroline Koysza, left, and her mom,
Catherine, find great fascination with one
of the 20 Above and Beyond stations. Dad
and husband David Koysza is regional
counsel for Boeing in Arlington, Va.
September 2015
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atmosphere, engage in wind-tunnel
testing, and compare the weight of
metal and composite airplane parts.
Models of spacecraft and satellites
and an actual jet-pack are among the
items featured in display cases.
At the same time young Aydan
Blakeley was contemplating his future
as a space traveler, an actual NASA
astronaut, Randy Bresnik, was one
floor directly below him and the new
Boeing exhibit, on stage regaling
a Smithsonian audience with his
experiences in orbit. He acknowledged
that an interactive approach brought
by an elaborate exhibit such as Above
and Beyond was a logical way to
spawn the next astronauts.
“My 9-year-old son designs and

builds things,” Bresnik said. “Anything
that puts that into reality, such as
participating in a simulator, is a
good thing.” n
DA NIE L .W. R A LEY@ BOEING .CO M

For more on the Above and Beyond
exhibit, and where and when it will be
displayed, visit boeing.com/boeing100.
Photos: (Left) NASA astronaut Randy Bresnik
responds to a question from a young audience
member at the Smithsonian’s National
Air and Space Museum. (Above) Andrew
Adamson, foreground left, a facilities analyst
for Boeing Site Services in Arlington, Va.,
and his daughter, Ava, give their full attention
to an exhibit station while Adamson’s
son, Jack, left, tries his hand at another.
September 2015
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Spirit
of

Phantom Works employees
are encouraged to be
independent thinkers
and to take risks
By Da n Rale y

Inside a huge Boeing shop in St. Louis,
an aircraft structure that hasn’t been
identified to the public is suspended
above the floor and surrounded by a
wooden platform, enabling engineers
to examine it from every angle. The
room is quiet except for the steady
hum of overhead fans. Employees
inside the building must pass through
22
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three locked doors to enter. Towering
blue curtains hang at each end,
providing an added layer of security.
In another complex is the year-old
Immersive Development Center,
located behind a door covered with
cloud images, on a floor where all other
entryways are generic and unmarked.
The room consists of a wall-size
display screen, holographic 3-D
“cave,” virtual-reality mock-ups,
real-time digital humans and
collaborative workstations. Multiple
locks keep it secure.
In a nearby building is the Virtual
Warfare Center, which operates as
described—people play out war game

scenarios here. Outcomes are not
revealed. The glass-covered facility
is as restricted as any at Boeing.
“We counted 60 stars in here at
one time,” said program manager Mike
Lahm, referring to officers’ rankings.
All of this falls under the auspices
of Phantom Works, Boeing’s highly
progressive and well-shielded research
and development arm, an organization
centrally headquartered at the northern
end of Lambert–St. Louis International
Airport amid the background noise of
departing and arriving jetliners.
Phantom Works, part of Boeing
Defense, Space & Security, also
occupies a sprawling site in Huntington

Beach, Calif., with several smaller
operations located across the United
States, as well as internationally.
Created more than two decades
ago by Boeing heritage company
McDonnell Douglas, Phantom Works
has evolved into more of an incubator
for innovation that stretches across
company programs and involves a
wider range of product lines than
before. Military aircraft, unmanned
Photo: Phantom Works engineer Sibo
Chou uses a motion suit to perform
research in the Immersive Development
Center in St. Louis with Bob Olshan’s
assistance. Bob Ferguson | Boeing
September 2015
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aircraft, satellites, unmanned underwater
vehicles, space exploration and now
commercial airplanes have benefited
from Phantom Works employees urged
to push creative limits.
“We have an opportunity every
day to create the future. We look into
our crystal ball and discern where
we should go,” explained Darryl
Davis, Phantom Works president. “It
is our job to develop and nurture the
technology that will make our solutions
real. It puts us so far ahead of our
customers and competition.”
Phantom Works has created an
environment for employees where
risk-taking is encouraged, say senior
leaders and engineers.
“We aren’t limited to ideas here,”
Davis said, “but ideas across the
enterprise. One plus one equals 11,
and when we work across the Boeing
enterprise, we can make that happen.”
With a name that suggests
something covert or supernatural—
it was derived from the McDonnell
Douglas F-4 Phantom fighter, produced
during Cold War times—Phantom
Works carries a public mystique that
conjures up mystery and intrigue.
However, Phantom Works employees
say they operate in privacy, rather
than secrecy, and for ample reason.
They do this at the customers’
request. They do this to maintain a
competitive edge. And they do this
to keep people safe and adversaries
continually guessing.
“The bottom line is to protect
the country and its allies,” said Amy

Williams, a Virtual Warfare Center
operations analyst. “There’s a strong
sense of doing the job right. To know
the work we do can affect people’s lives
gives us a different way of looking at it.”
While the tan, corrugated buildings
in St. Louis that house the cutting-edge
activity are unmarked on the outside,
this is no hidden operation. Street
signs readily point to the main
Phantom Works site.
There’s also been a concentrated
effort to brand and showcase newer
Phantom Works products in an
obvious manner—Phantom Ray,
Phantom Eye, Phantom Badger,
Phantom Swift and Phantom Phoenix.
“We are a fast-paced cadre of
innovators with a high tolerance for
risk, hellbent on bending the laws
of physics,” said Gary Fitzmire, vice
president, Advanced Boeing Military
Aircraft. “We view ‘it can’t be done’ as
a challenge. The warfighter relies on
our innovation, and we want to give
them every advantage possible.”
Phantom Works likewise has made
a big push to share its discoveries
and technologies, encouraging
collaborations with other company

Photos: (Left) Engineers Jon Gettinger,
left, and Tom Rice work on Dominator,
a Phantom Works unmanned aircraft
system that will be used for surveillance,
in St. Charles, Mo. (Above) Phantom Eye,
a hydrogen-powered unmanned aircraft
system, was created by Phantom Works
for surveillance and intelligence-gathering
missions. Bob Ferguson | Boeing
September 2015
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programs that extend well beyond
its staple defense projects and
exploit the “One Boeing” concept.
Two years ago, Phantom Works and
Boeing Commercial Airplanes learned
that each was working on ways to
eliminate assembly drilling and shims,
or gap-fillers, used in jetliner assembly.
“Once we both realized we were
working on the same thing, it became
a synchronizing act,” said Fred
Swanstrom, manufacturing engineer for
Advanced Developmental Composites,
from his Seattle-based office.
The breakthrough solutions will be
used in production of the 737 MAX
and 777X, as well as for future defense
aircraft, creating wide-ranging benefits.
The aim was to lower manufacturing
costs, and this was a step toward
that end.
The magic of this Boeing collaboration?
Separate entities with markedly different
methods came together on their
own and found middle ground in
making significant advances, with the
possibility of much more to come.
“We took a conservative approach;
the approach they took was not,”
Swanstrom pointed out. “We are
now melding the two together in a
one-company approach. Phantom
Works revealed what is possible.
We’ve just scratched the surface of
what we can do.”
The Immersive Development
Center in St. Louis was responsible
for a similar collaboration with
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Commercial Airplanes. The 737 team
approached Phantom Works with a
production issue. Everyone linked up
in the Immersive Development Center
through a remote connection, using a
bank of overhead cameras and virtual
technology featuring a digital human.
Phantom Works presented three
scenarios over two hours, and one was
successfully tested. Previously, this
sort of problem-solving would have
taken two weeks to complete.
In California, Phantom Works
is working on Talon HATE, a
communications system that can
link various platforms during combat
missions. Phantom Works shares
in this project with six other Boeing
divisions—almost everyone except
Commercial Airplanes.
“We’re using the best of Boeing,
and we’re doing more of that now than
ever before,” said Geoff Orias, chief
engineer for Advanced Network &
Space Systems in Huntington Beach.
“Before, it was stove-piped and people
did their own thing. With less defense
funding, you have to overcome that
challenge. You have to work together.
You can’t afford to just work on your

Photos: (Below) Phantom Ray was
developed to further advance unmanned
aircraft systems technology. Boeing
(Right) Brian Carbrey, Immersive
Development technical lead, uses a
variety of digital resources to innovate and
solve problems. Bob ferguson | boeing
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own and not use what’s out there.”
In yet another One Boeing
collaboration, Insitu worked with
Phantom Works and Boeing
Research & Technology to come up
with a fuel cell for the ScanEagle
unmanned aircraft, enabling it to fly
longer and quieter. Engineers tested
the new motor system successfully in
May in Oregon after a couple of
years of development.
Phantom Works employees say
they are roundly encouraged to
be independent thinkers and take
risks, creating a spirit of innovation
that invigorates the organization
throughout. Williams, an operations
analyst for less than a year, makes
models and simulations used in the
Virtual Warfare Center in St. Louis.
“I get to fly around and generate
data for them,” she said. “I get to help
test out the bugs. What I like most
about it is that the people I get to work
with are smart and critical, and I enjoy
that very much.”
John Aughey, a research engineer
who has worked for Phantom Works
for three of his 18 years at Boeing,
looks for technology that he can
experiment with in the Virtual Warfare
Center. He’s worked on quadcopter
technology in collaboration with the
National Geospatial and Intelligence
Agency and St. Louis University. A
quadcopter is an unmanned aircraft
that flies using four rotors.
Aughey said he feels liberated
in how he’s able to do his job and
come up with fresh ideas. He credits
Phantom Works leadership with giving
him the freedom to create.
“You have to get out of the confines
of these four walls,” he said. “If I’m put
in a box and told to innovate in here,
it’s not going to happen. I need to get
out and see things from a different
point of view.”
Also in St. Louis, the Immersive
Development Center employees are
pushing the creative envelope. The
center is unique for its holographic
3-D cave, a 10-foot-by-10-foot
(3-meter-by-3-meter) area in which an
engine prototype can be projected as
if floating in air, enabling a customer to
manually remove parts while waving a
wand and wearing 3-D glasses. A U.S.
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Air Force leader was so taken by the
technology that he lay on his back to
get a closer and longer look at it.
“To the customer, it’s real
powerful,” said Brian Carbrey,
Immersive Development technical
lead. “We can immerse them. On a
scale of one to 10, it’s a 12. We’re
trying to get out in front of the
competitors. We protect this room.
This is a differentiator.”
In the nearby Virtual Warfare Center,
pilots and other military personnel
participate in battle engagements made
as realistic as possible. Phantom Works
customers experience a simulated,
futuristic warfare environment and use
this time to determine future needs
and technology gaps. Products are
created that might not be put in use
for several decades.
“This group is at the forefront of the
BDS business,” said Lahm, program
manager. “You have to understand
the customer to understand the need.
We’re working way beyond where they
thought they could go.”
Jacob Irwin, a Phantom Works
project engineer for three years, has
worked on several projects in St. Louis,
among them Phantom Badger. It’s a
military vehicle so compact it can fit
into a V-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft.
It has the ability to move troops and
payloads into battle more efficiently
than any comparable competitive
product, making it appealing to defense
customers, Irwin said.
“It’s one of those things that’s
out there that really embodies what
Phantom Works does,” Irwin said of
creating a vehicle rather than an aircraft.
“I got to drive it and it’s very cool.”
In a final assembly and test facility in
nearby St. Charles, Mo., Chief Engineer
Jon Gettinger leads a team of engineers
and technicians from Phantom Works,
BDS, Boeing Test & Evaluation, and
Engineering, Operations & Technology on
the Dominator unmanned aircraft system.
It will be used for surveillance and can

Photo: In Huntington Beach, Calif., Julianne
Choy displays the Echo Ranger, an unmanned
underwater vehicle. Choy, a mechanical
engineer, is working on autonomous technology
for Phantom Works, pursuing new ways to
explore the ocean. Bob ferguson | boeing

The Phantom knows
By J oa n n a Le ath

The earliest mentions of Phantom Works
started with the F-4 Phantom II,
a supersonic, advanced jet fighter,
produced from 1958 to 1985. Herman
Barkey, the “father” of the F-4, started
a special projects team, called the
Phantom Works, that anticipated
future needs and created advanced
technologies for the F-4. Some wanted
to emulate Barkey’s idea on a grander
scale, but the idea was not immediately
adopted. The Phantom name became
a whisper in the dark world.
By 1991, several contract losses
led to the formation of an advanced
technology organization that closely
mirrored Barkey’s Phantom Works, called
the New Aircraft Products Division. This
group was created to compete in the
evolving environment being dominated
by Lockheed’s Advanced Development
Company, also known as Skunk Works.
After several name changes and years
of the Phantom name appearing inside
the company, the organization officially
became known as the Phantom Works
in 1996, paying homage to McDonnell
Douglas’ legacy of engineering excellence.
While the group creates intrigue for its
“black” projects and vehicles that look
like they belong in a science-fiction movie,
Phantom Works was created for more
than proprietary programs.
“We’ve always been about more than
black stuff ... Sure, it was a place to put the
black stuff, but the goal was to consolidate
research and development and find
synergy between people doing like things,”
said Jim Sinnett, former senior vice
president and general manager, Phantom
Works. “And together we reinvented how
Boeing achieves new business.”
Part of the reinvention is anticipating
and preparing for technology gaps
and needs that will not be required for
several decades.
“Our originators were making
investments 25 years ago that are going
to help us win competitions today,” said
Gary Fitzmire, vice president of Advanced
Boeing Military Aircraft. “And we are
looking that far ahead now.” n
joa n n a . m . le ath @ bo e i n g .co m
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launch from the air, sea or ground. When
dropping out of an aircraft, Dominator
will unfold from a compact configuration
and fly off to perform a mission.
Built from existing weapons and
unmanned aircraft hardware and software,
Dominator will have an endurance many
times greater than smaller competing
air-launched unmanned aircraft, Gettinger
said. It is capable of carrying small
weapons and has a potential for
multiple uses and fates.
“Once we’ve demonstrated the air
launch technologies maturity, it opens
up just about anything you want to do
with it,” Gettinger said.
Tracey Espero heads a 35-person
team in Huntington Beach that is
responsible for software for the
Vision-based, Electro-optical Sensor
Tracking Assembly (VESTA), which
will autonomously guide Boeing’s new
CST-100 spacecraft into the docking
ring of the International Space Station.
She holds up a thick black part that will
hold a camera used during operation.
“I love when you get to build
things and you go from PowerPoint to
production and you actually see it fly,”
Espero said. “Usually it’s cutting-edge
and brand-new. It’s exhilarating to see
something work like that.”
Phantom Works, for all of its
high-security facilities and measures,
might remain a mystery to a lot of

people, yet the curtain is getting lifted
more and more these days. When it’s
not a matter of national security or
competitive sensitivities, products are
being shared publicly and celebrated.
The X-51A WaveRider, which was
developed to test technology needed
for hypersonic flight, is an example.
In 2013, the WaveRider broke the
record for duration of hypersonic
flight. It was no secret.
Within two days of that flight, a
YouTube video of the accomplishment
was posted.
“That was a first; I had never seen
that in my career,” said Orias, the chief
engineer for Advanced Network &
Space Systems in Huntington Beach.
“It was so wonderful to pull up the
video and show my family, ‘Here’s what
I do.’ Great things used to come out of
a quiet organization. We’re now a lot
more public in what we’re doing.” n
da n i e l .w. r ale y@ bo e i n g .co m

Photos: (Left) Members of Phantom Works
Ventures, part of the organization’s strategy
team in St. Louis, discuss future growth
opportunities that go outside Boeing’s
current portfolio. (Below) Tracey Espero,
Autonomous Space Capabilities manager,
displays an animated image of the CST-100
preparing to dock with the International
Space Station. Bob ferguson | boeing
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sure
ove
Boeing’s vast archives
safeguard the past, provide
a guide to the future
By Da n Rale y | Ph oto s by Bo b Fe rg u s o n

In a locked and chilled room, 4 million
photographs and negatives are
stored in cabinets alongside 16 mm
motion-picture film kept in stacked
silver canisters. It’s one of the largest
collections of its kind anywhere.
Among the countless airplane, factory
and employee images are a dozen
from a 1946 photo shoot of a teenage
model doing promotional work inside a
Douglas DC-6—someone later known
as actress Marilyn Monroe.
In yet another room are a pair of

Photo: Among the oldest artifacts in the Boeing
Archives are a logbook and photos of the B & W,
a seaplane built by Bill Boeing, which preceded
the formation of his airplane-making company.

aviation mechanic’s coveralls, preserved
from the 1920s; a Charles Lindbergh
autograph from 1927, written shortly
after his landmark trans-Atlantic flight;
Rosie the Riveter patches and badges,
awarded during World War II; Boeing
CEO William Allen’s personal 747 hard
hat; groundbreaking engineer Ed Wells’
slide rule; a 1969 program signed by
Apollo 11 astronauts Neil Armstrong,
Buzz Aldrin and Mike Collins, within a
month of the moon landing; and the
first Boeing novelty item sold, a 1933
lamp featuring a mini-replica of the
first modern airliner, model 247.
All are part of the Boeing Archives,
kept in a huge basement in Bellevue,
Wash. Rows and rows of manuscripts,
contracts, artifacts, engineering
drawings, models, photographs,
motion-picture films and more are
spread across multiple rooms. Together,
these items tell the century-old story
of Boeing and its heritage companies
in every manner—creatively, visually,
legally, chronologically.
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Experts come from all over
the world to visit a place that is
temperature-controlled and secure
as a bank vault. Boeing engineers
regularly comb through documents to
learn what their predecessors knew.
Airlines can see their histories and
tradition unwind, some dating back
to the 1930s. These visitors can sit in
William Allen’s leather office chair.
“Our main competitor doesn’t have
this,” said Mike Lombardi, Boeing senior
historian and archivist since 1994.
Boeing also maintains sizable archive
collections in Huntington Beach, Calif.,
and in St. Louis, housing materials from
heritage companies Douglas, Hughes
and North American at the former and
McDonnell, McDonnell Douglas and
Hughes at the latter.
The Bellevue site, however, is by far
the largest and most unusual. Covering
17,000 square feet (1,600 square
meters), the archive occupies a space
originally constructed by Boeing to
hold computer servers and test labs.

The floor sits on a foundation separate
from the rest of the building, resting on
springs, to reduce vibration. It held up
well during a powerful 2000 earthquake
that struck the Seattle area.
“We felt the floor bounce, but not
shake,” Lombardi said. “Nothing fell.
It was amazing.”
There is much to protect and preserve.
Records involving Boeing and heritage
company mergers, acquisitions and
divestitures are among the most valuable
and sensitive materials filed away. The
law department is a frequent archive
user, relying on these past records to
settle disputes, and save the company
considerable cost, Lombardi said.
Twenty aisles fill the main Bellevue
archive area, including a couple of
rows set aside for aircraft models.
Among them are countless replicas
of planes that were designed but never
came to fruition, among them a 737
with engines on the back, similar to
a DC-9; a double-decker 747; and an
Internal Husky, a unique-looking cargo

plane that would have hauled shipping
containers and pulled up directly
to a loading dock.
Sarah Musi, an aeronautical
engineer who works on 777 wings,
is a regular visitor to the Bellevue
archive. She’s interested in the
age-old paperwork on file. She does
company-supported research that
is shared with her colleagues. She
has become a valued source on
Boeing production.
“Before, I was just an engineer
doing various projects,” Musi said.
“Now people associate me with
this work. People ask me about
manufacturing processes done in
the past. I can look them up.”
Retired Boeing employees view
Photos: (Left) The James S. McDonnell
Prologue Room is an air and space history
exhibit in St. Louis that portrays milestone
events in aerospace and is supported by
Boeing Archives. (Below) Mike Lombardi, who
grew up in Renton, Wash., hearing Boeing
jet engines rev in the night, has been the
company’s senior archivist for two decades.
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the archive as such a necessity that
they work there as volunteers. John
Fredrickson, onetime senior manager
for payroll timekeeping and a 36-year
Boeing employee, spends two days
per week in Bellevue. He wears cotton
gloves and organizes photos, negatives
and other materials that involve heritage
company North American Aviation.
“It’s kind of like a big jigsaw puzzle,”
Fredrickson said. “Your goal is to
preserve the collection.”
In California, Pat McGinnis, a company
historian since 1994, oversees an archive
that covers nearly 7,300 square feet
(680 square meters) in a single-story
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building and holds 2.5 million photo
negatives and slides, 300-plus models,
and 300-plus aviation manuals. It also
has drawings and brochures on file for
each heritage aircraft built.
McGinnis counts heritage company

Photos: (Above) John Fredrickson, retired
Boeing payroll senior manager, works two
days a week as an archive volunteer in
Bellevue, identifying and filing photographs.
(Right) The Boeing Archives collection
fills up 20 aisles of shelves and cabinets
in Bellevue in a centralized, environmentcontrolled room protected against fire,
security and earthquake threats.

history in
reel time
How do you squeeze 100 years into
two minutes?
Boeing will do it monthly, celebrating
its centennial with a series of 120-second
video clips that spotlight some of
the company’s most unique and
treasured moments.
Using photos, artifacts, video
footage and more culled from the
company collection, “Boeing Archives
Presents” intends to tell short stories
about the people and defining moments
that have helped shape the culture and
legacy, plus how those moments fit
into Boeing’s shared history with the
world, said Jenna McMullin, director of
centennial planning for Boeing.
The first video installment is
called “Laying the Fabric: The Boeing
Seamstresses” and shows the women
who once sewed together canvas
airplane wings and were some of the
company’s original employees.
The videos are not just productbased. They’ll also demonstrate what
the company did to influence culture
at the time, become involved with the
community, and do business in general.
The videos describe lessons learned
and values formed.
Boeing will unveil a new video each
month leading up to the centennial,
McMullin said.
Boeing historians will select and
help verify the subject matter, and
the videos will appear on Boeing’s
centennial website. To see more,
visit boeing.com/100.
September 2015
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founder Donald Douglas’ logbook, or
personal journal, which was first created
when he was a young boy and is filled
with airplane designs and magazine
clippings, as her favorite archive entry.
In St. Louis, Henry Brownlee
supervises an archive that covers
nearly 3,800 square feet (350 square
meters) in a basement that’s filled with
1.3 million photos and negatives, more
than 200 models and 200 paintings,
and 950 archival storage boxes. His
favorite items are heritage company
founder James S. McDonnell’s personal
briefcases. They contain items such as
McDonnell’s books and slide rules.
“We collect, preserve and make
available for business use information,
data and artifacts that belong to Boeing,
and some are very expensive by way
of monetary value and heritage,” said
Brownlee, an eight-year Boeing historian.
“You need to be the guardian of that.”
The St. Louis archive also supports
the nearby James S. McDonnell
Prologue Room, an air and space exhibit
in the Boeing Defense, Space & Security
building that consists of artifacts,
models, paintings and dioramas.
Brownlee manages the Prologue Room.
While the companywide archives
exist to guide Boeing into the future,
they come with another responsibility.
According to Lombardi, they need to be
protective of the past, too. They need
to do more than store the invaluable
artifacts and photos belonging to the
company. They need to show who was
responsible for previous innovation and
discovery—and how they did it, he said,
adding that former employees have
requested this.
“I know a lot of people who are gone
now, who looked me in the eye and
said, ‘Make sure that they remember who
we were and what we did,’ ” Lombardi
said. “And I take that personally.” n
daniel.w.raley@boeing.com

Photos: (Left, from top) In St. Louis,
Henry Brownlee supervises the Boeing
Archives and James S. McDonnell
Prologue Room; historical dioramas depict
significant events, such as the continuous
improvement of the F-4 Phantom II. (Right)
Boeing has a huge collection of aircraft
models, including countless planes that
were considered but never produced.
September 2015
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Scrappy
success
Creative ideas and teamwork
help Boeing improve
environmental performance
By Patr i c k S u mm e r s

Anne Stilts looked with satisfaction
at a small mountain of foam scraps
piled on a loading dock at Boeing’s
factory in Renton, Wash., one of the
company’s busiest production facilities.
The pile came from leftover padding
from thousands of packages that bring
parts to the nearby 737 assembly lines.
“It’s visual confirmation that we’re
doing something good,” Stilts, an
environmental scientist with Boeing
Environment, Health & Safety, said of
the new recycling project. “Because
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of the sheer scale of work at Boeing,
even a simple idea like recycling foam
can have a huge outcome.”
The pile of foam exemplifies the
creative ideas that are improving the
environmental performance of Boeing
operations, thanks to close collaboration
among teams of employees throughout
the company, said Beth Gilbertson,
energy and resource conservation
representative from the Site Services
team of the Shared Services Group.
“I hear a lot of ideas from Renton
employees on ways we can reduce our
energy and water use and solid waste,”
Gilbertson said. “I’ll go over ideas with
Anne and we work together to move
projects forward and get things done.”
Site Services maintains buildings

and infrastructure and provides
services, such as energy and water
use management, that enable
environmental stewardship throughout
the company’s operations. Environment,
Health & Safety, a part of Boeing’s
18,000-person Engineering, Operations
& Technology team, supports
conservation and waste reduction
programs and provides resources that
encourage employees to get involved
in workplace environmental projects.
The groups, and others, together
drive company progress in meeting
environmental targets of zero growth
between 2012 and 2017 in annual
greenhouse gas emissions, water
intake, hazardous waste generation and
solid waste sent to landfills—all while

airplane production continues to grow.
The foam recycling is part of the
waste reduction and conservation
plan at the Materials Marketplace, the
Renton site’s new central receiving
station for parts and material bound
for the 737 factory managed by the
Commercial Airplanes’ Materials
Management Group.
Designing a system that would
efficiently collect a huge volume of
discarded foam required creativity and
cooperation, said Kelly Richard, 737
Materials Management coordinator.
“We brought our groups together
and shared ideas on designing carts
to collect the foam and selecting a
local recycler to process the material,”
Richard said.
The discarded foam is now collected
in pushcarts—designed by 737 Lean+
professional Jon Kramp—lined with large
reused plastic bags. The foam-filled bags
can be removed easily and staged on the
Marketplace loading dock for pickup by
the recycling company, Richard said.
Between February and July this year,

the Marketplace recycled 2,404 cubic
yards (1,839 cubic meters) of foam,
enough material to fill more than 10
737 jetliners and provide critical help in
meeting the environmental targets.
“If all of us didn’t work together and
collaborate so well, this project couldn’t
have happened,” Gilbertson said.
Working together also helped
Boeing’s North Charleston, S.C., site
reduce waste on the 787 Dreamliner
assembly line. The automated drills that
help assemble the aircraft’s midbody
sections use a steady flow of coolant
fluid to keep tools at a temperature
for proper functioning. The midbody
team noticed the coolant was getting
contaminated with fine dust from the
carbon-fiber material used on the 787. The
contaminated fluid was clogging coolant
lines and required frequent replacing.
“The coolant was lasting several
days instead of several months. We
were picking up 10 drums of used
coolant for disposal each week,” said
Michael Ward, operations specialist
with Environment, Health & Safety.

“Now, we’ve reduced that to one.”
Ward and Site Services machine
maintenance technicians Michael
Smith and Wayne Pierson brought
the problem to a midbody employee
team that focuses on improving work
processes. The team helped design
a filtration system that removes most
of the carbon-fiber particles from the
coolant, so it can be reused.
“Coolant used to be our largest
liquid waste contributor; now it’s our
smallest,” Ward said.
Added Smith: “It’s a solution that
can grow and expand along with our
airplane production. It’s all possible
because people from different areas
worked hand in hand.” n
patr i c k . a . s u mm e r s @ bo e i n g .co m

Photos: (Left) Michael Ward, left, and Michael
Smith inspect an automated drilling tool at
Boeing South Carolina. alan marts | boeing
(Above) Beth Gilbertson, left, and Anne Stilts
sort through foam pieces bound for recycling at
the Renton, Wash., site. Jim Anderson |Boeing
September 2015
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ON THE
MOVE
Poland is a nation of change and
innovation, and Boeing seeks to grow
its long-standing presence there
By E r i c Fe t te r s -Walp

Poland has an expanding economy,
a highly educated population and a
growing manufacturing base, all
located in the heart of Europe.
Since communism ended in
Poland a quarter-century ago, the
nation’s economic output has more
than tripled, and the country has
become a prominent member of
the European Union.
Stan Prusinski, Business
Development director for Boeing
Defense, Space & Security in Central
and Eastern Europe, visited Poland
several times before it underwent
revolutionary changes in 1989. It is an
entirely different place now, he said.
“The Poles have crammed 50 years of
economic development and political
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democracy into the past 25 years,”
said Prusinski, the son of Polish
immigrants to the U.S. “Poland has
perhaps changed more than any
other country in the region.”
Marc Allen, president of Boeing
International, said Poland often has
acted as a “first mover.” The nation
was among the first former Warsaw
Pact nations to dramatically transform
economically in the early 1990s. The
country’s 86-year-old flag carrier,
LOT Polish Airlines, was the first
airline in Central Europe to operate
the 767, and the first in all of Europe
to take delivery of the 787 Dreamliner.
Poland’s armed forces are the first
in Europe to acquire the ScanEagle
unmanned aircraft system, made

by Boeing subsidiary Insitu.
“It’s always one of the first when
it comes to innovation,” Allen said of
Poland. “It’s a place that a number
of companies see as an attractive
manufacturing location due to its
good industrial base and skilled
workforce. It’s great to see the
country’s market develop.”
Boeing’s presence in Poland includes
hundreds of employees. More than
300 alone work in the Gdansk offices
of Jeppesen, a Boeing Commercial
Aviation Services subsidiary. That
location focuses on providing aviation
navigation data and tools, software
development, and research and has seen
dynamic growth, said Rafal Stepnowski,
managing director at the site.

“For the past couple of years, we
have been the fastest-growing unit in
CAS’ Digital Aviation organization,”
he explained. “The passion and
qualifications of people here and the
pride of being part of the Boeing family
make us the destination of choice
when it comes to data and software
work for the organization.”
In addition to flying six 787-8
jetliners, with two more Dreamliners
on order, LOT’s fleet includes three
737s. The national flag carrier has
announced plans to nearly double
its fleet over the next five years and
increase its service to Europe, North
America and Asia significantly starting
in 2016. Enter Air, which has become
Poland’s largest holiday tour and

charter airline during the past five years,
operates an all-Boeing fleet that includes
17 737-400 and 737-800 airplanes. In
June, the airline announced an order
for two Next-Generation 737-800s and
two 737 MAX 8 airplanes.
“The 737 has been the cornerstone
of our dynamic growth, and the addition
of the 737 MAX to our fleet represents
an exciting new chapter in Enter Air’s
successful history,” said Grzegorz
Polaniecki, CEO of the airline. “With
this latest acquisition, we will be able

Photo: The Old Town district of Warsaw,
the historic center of Poland’s capital
city, dates to the 13th century and is a
UNESCO Heritage Site. shutterstock
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to boost our expansion across the
European holiday market.”
Additionally, Travel Service Polska,
a smaller charter airline, operates two
Next-Generation 737-800s.
Poland’s strategic location in
Central Europe, next to the Baltic Sea
and between Germany and the Eastern
European nations, made it an attractive
target for invading military forces in the
past. With that in mind, and shifting
geopolitical powers in the region, the
nation is undertaking a multibilliondollar modernization plan for its armed
forces, Prusinski said.
“Boeing long ago expanded to
Poland with our commercial products;
now we seek to further assist Poland
with the cutting-edge defense products
that equip the U.S. armed forces,”
he said. “We can offer a number of
technologies that can directly affect
this modernization.”
Poland is already an active part of
efforts to improve Central and Eastern
Europe’s security assets. The nation
was a key contributor and active
participant in the region’s Strategic
Airlift Capability consortium in
obtaining C-17 Globemaster III aircraft.
It is also a member of the NATO
Airborne Early Warning and Control
Force, which operates E-3 Airborne
Warning and Control System (AWACS)
aircraft across Europe. In response
to Poland’s modernization program,
Boeing officials say the company is
ready to support with products and
capabilities that meet the country’s
national security needs, such as the
AH-64E Apache, the P-8A Poseidon
and the Maritime Surveillance Aircraft.
Boeing seeks to build on its existing
presence in Poland in other ways,
beginning with its supplier relationships.
The company and UTC Aerospace
Systems recently announced an
extended manufacturing contract to
produce more parts in Poland for the
Next-Generation 737, 737 MAX and 787.
That includes increasing the number
of 737 landing gear components made
by UTC at plants in Rzeszow and
Krosno. When combined with new
manufacturing at other UTC sites in
Poland, including the production of
787 auxiliary power units, the value of
the work in support of Boeing airplane
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Poland
at a glance
Official name

Republic of Poland /
Rzeczpospolita Polska

Capital city

Warsaw

Area

120,700 square miles
(312,600 square kilometers)

Population

38.3 million (estimated in 2014)

Gross domestic
product

$941 billion (estimated in 2014)

Source: U.S. government

programs is expected to exceed
$1 billion over the next 15 years.
In addition, Wytwórnia Zespołów
Kooperacyjnych, which previously
supplied more than 3,000 doors for the
757, now manufactures leading-edge
Krueger flaps for the 777 and 747-8.
Boeing has been sourcing airplane
components and assemblies in Poland
for more than 20 years, with annual
expenditures expected to reach nearly
$75 million in 2015, according to
Boeing. It also is working with Polish
Armaments Group on agreements that
will increase its ability to support and
modify the advanced defense systems
Boeing offers to the Polish government.
Boeing Research & Technology–
Europe also is collaborating with the
Polish government, LOT and academic
institutions on air traffic management
research to make commercial aviation
in Poland more efficient. Boeing
additionally has partnerships with
Warsaw University of Technology’s
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering to research and develop
environmentally progressive composite

Photo: Two AH-64 Apache aircraft perform
a flyover during the Armed Forces Day
parade in Poland. U.S. Embassy Warsaw
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materials and the Military University
of Technology in Warsaw, which is
working in the area of cyber-research.
At the same time, Boeing Global
Corporate Citizenship supports a range
of community organizations and events
across Poland, particularly educational
programs that emphasize science and
engineering including Łódz Children’s
University, a learning program for
children ages 7 to 12. The Feminoteka
Foundation, with Boeing support, runs
the “Girls Aim High” program, which is
designed to encourage young women
to choose careers stereotypically
considered for men only and help them
develop leadership skills.
Additionally, Boeing has sent
Polish teachers to Space Camp in
Huntsville, Ala., has participated in the
Polish-American Internship Initiative
since 2014 and supports educational
projects at the Museum for the
History of Polish Jews in Warsaw.
Boeing, too, is a supporter of Poland
Business Week, a six-day business
education program in which high
school students experience a
simulated work environment and
develop business management skills.
Both Allen and Prusinski noted that
Poland has a rich history in aviation,
highlighted by Frank Piasecki, the
son of a Polish immigrant who was a
pioneer in developing the helicopter.
His first company merged with Boeing
in 1960 and went on to develop the
Chinook helicopter line.
Prusinski said Poland continues
to encourage such ingenuity and
entrepreneurship.
“I look at over 1,000 years of Polish
history and I see a great people
who have great aspirations for their
nation and for future generations,”
Prusinski said. “In the long run, the
discipline, creativity, skills and high
education level of the Polish people are
characteristics that I believe Boeing
must harness for our mutual benefit.” n
e r i c.c. fe t te r s -walp @ bo e i n g .co m

Photo: LOT Polish Airlines, the
national flag carrier, ordered its first
Boeing jetliners in 1988 and was
the first airline in Europe to take
delivery of the 787. shutterstock
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The final C-17 has left the
factory, but its remarkable
story is still being written
By Jam e s Wallac e a n d Ti ffa n y Pit t s
Ph oto s by Pau l Pi n n e r

It certainly has lived up to the name—
Globemaster.
Regardless of the mission, the
massive, four-engine C-17 Globemaster III
has been an airlift workhorse around the
world, in wartime and in peace, for more

Photo: The last C-17 built in Long Beach,
Calif., leaves the factory.
September 2015
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than 20 years. It has carried soldiers,
tanks, equipment and supplies into
war, and wounded warfighters out for
lifesaving medical care at hospitals far
away. When natural disasters hit, the C-17
is often one of the first aircraft on the
scene with help—and hope.
The first one rolled out of the
McDonnell Douglas plant in Long
Beach, Calif., in December 1990. With
employees on hand to see it off, the last
C-17, ship No. 279, left the factory for
the paint shop on Aug. 7. It may have
marked the end of the C-17 assembly
line, but hardly the end for what is one
of the world’s most versatile airlifters.
Among the Boeing employees
who turned out to see No. 279 leave
the factory were Cary Lacayo and
Daniel Anderson, who was there at the
beginning, too, for that first rollout.
Anderson has managed the C-17
engine shop and several other build and
test packages in final assembly since 1992.
He was one of the “move managers”
for ship 279.
“Moving the last production ship
out of final assembly was a surreal
experience, as I had been on the move
team for ship 1, which was T-1, a flying
test aircraft,” he said.
The U.S. Air Force took delivery of
its first C-17 in 1993, and eventually 222
more. The C-17 is expected to continue to
be the mainstay airlifter for the Air Force

Photo: Cary Lacayo, an aircraft hydraulic
mechanic and C-17 final assembly team
lead, connects the aircraft tow bar to
move the aircraft to the paint shop.
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for decades to come. Other customers
include Australia, Canada, India, Kuwait,
Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, the
United Kingdom and the Strategic Airlift
Capability, a consortium of 12 nations, of
which 10 are members of NATO.
“It’s been a nice ride,” said Lacayo,
an aircraft hydraulic mechanic and C-17
final assembly team lead. He was the
move captain for the rollout of ship 279.
A favorite memory, he said, is surfing
off Huntington Beach and seeing one of
the C-17s fly overhead, knowing he had
worked on the aircraft earlier that day.
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Asked to sum up his emotions as he
watched 279 leave the factory, Lacayo
had a one-word answer: “Satisfied.” n
jam e s . a .wallac e 4 @ bo e i n g .co m
ti ffa n y. l . pit t s @ bo e i n g .co m

For more about the C-17, see the
February 2015 and March 2015
issues of Frontiers.

Photo: The move crew walks the
“Last One” down the move path.
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Trailblazers

Where Eagles dare
Nelda Lee never thought of herself as a trailblazer—just
someone who did her job as well as she could
by da n r ale y

As Boeing approaches the start
of its second century in July 2016,
Frontiers visits with some of the men
and women who helped make Boeing
a global leader in aerospace. This
series highlights the innovation, skill
and courage needed when daring to
do the impossible.
On a misty day in St. Louis on April 29,
1980, an F-15 Eagle took off with Nelda
Lee on board.
Women had ridden in the jet fighter
before, but only as passengers. None
had done what Lee, a flight-test engineer
for Boeing heritage company McDonnell
Douglas, was about to accomplish.
Traveling with pilot Gary Jennings
on a circuitous route through southern
Missouri for maneuvers and into Illinois
and back, Lee, a licensed private pilot,
became the first female to take the
stick and, with Jennings supervising,
log flight time on the F-15.
“The engine was more powerful than
anything I’ve ever flown,” said Lee, who
retired from Boeing in 2014. “You have
to engage yourself with the airplane. You
have to think ahead. If you think, Turn
left, it turns left. It’s sensitive. You just
become part of it—it was awesome.”
As Boeing prepares to celebrate its
centennial, Lee is among the many men
and women who have made milestone
contributions to the company. In her
case, the Alabama native has been an
aviation trendsetter on multiple levels.
She was the only woman in her
aerospace classes at Auburn University.
She was among the first women design
engineers for McDonnell Douglas. She
was its first woman flight-test engineer.
And, of course, she had her moment
in that F-15.
Lee has left a deep imprint on
those who have followed her into the

F-15 and EA-18 assembly and delivery
center in St. Louis, influencing different
generations of women who now work
on the military jets.
“She was truly a groundbreaker
for us in test flight,” said Joan
Desmond, a flight-test engineer and
Boeing employee for 29 years. “The
impression she left on us was that
there was always a way to get it done.”
Lexi Smith graduated from Georgia
Tech University last December before
joining Boeing as a flight-test engineer.
It didn’t take her long to learn about
Lee and her company legacy.
“It’s very inspiring to see her and

how everyone looks up to her,” Smith
said. “It makes me want to try harder
and earn that respect. I owe a great
deal to women like her, who came in
first. That took a lot of courage.”
For Lee, it was more about curiosity
than boldness that guided her career.
She grew up on a 317-acre (130-hectare)
farm. Her father was a mechanical
engineer who always repaired everything
himself. She developed that same sort
of creativity and intuitiveness.
Without ever stepping onto an
airplane, Lee decided she would
pursue the aviation world in college
Photos: (Left) Nelda Lee, with an
Advanced F-15, not only helped build and
test earlier versions of this jet fighter—she
got to fly one. bob ferguson | boeing (Below)
Lee learned how to fly while attending
Auburn University. courtesy of nelda lee
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because it intrigued her. She read
books on flying. She learned how to fly
a Cessna 150 while at Auburn as part
of a class.
One month after graduation,
McDonnell Douglas put her to work
designing the DC-10 wing. Eventually,
she transferred departments and
became the original woman flight-test
engineer for the F-15.
“I thought about space, but I fell in
love with that airplane,” Lee said.
In her new role, she coordinated
testing for the F-15, which involved talking
to pilots, other engineers and customers.
She wrote test plans and made sure
each jet matched order specifications.
Lee continued to fly privately, joining
in cross-country competitions that
involved women. She also was the
247th woman in the world to earn a
Federal Aviation Administration rating
to operate helicopters, something she
did temporarily as a hobby. She has
3,000 flight-hours.
Her hands-on F-15 excursion
happened by circumstance. In the early
days of the program, employees had
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the opportunity to sign up in the radio
room to fly in the back seat, but they
needed to wait and see if their name
would be called. Mark Bass, a fellow
flight-test engineer who would later
become vice president for the F-15
program, was selected but couldn’t be
located at the time. Lee took his place.
It was the ultimate reward. She was
well-acquainted with the F-15.
“I locked in with the airplane,” she
said. “I knew something about it. I
wasn’t going into it blind.”
Lee pulled on a pressurized flight
suit and the ground crew guided her
through evacuation procedures. The
jet lifted off in a gradual climb rather
than steep vertical ascent because
of the rainy weather. It stayed under
18,000 feet (5,500 meters), because Lee
wasn’t qualified in a pressure chamber.
It traveled at speeds between 400 and
450 mph (640 to 725 kilometers per
hour), staying subsonic. She logged
an hour and a half of flight time. She
got to fly the jet, and more.
“We had a long approach that
started in Illinois and Gary (the pilot)

said, ‘Nelda, it’s your airplane,’ ” Lee
recalled. “As we got closer, I said,
‘Gary, we’re about ready to touch the
ground.’ He had to have his hand back
on the stick by then, but I’d like to think
my hand was on the stick, too.”
Lee always has wondered if she
should have pursued a career as a pilot,
but she never regretted becoming an
engineer. She took her job seriously. She
was high-energy and a problem-solver.
She worked until it was time to hand
everything over to her younger peers.
As for turning into a pioneer, it was
never something that she actively
sought. It just happened. She was
focused on the basics.
“I didn’t think about blazing a trail or
becoming one of a kind,” Lee said. “I didn’t
come to work to do that; I came to work to
work. I wanted to do my job well.” n
da n i e l .w. r ale y@ bo e i n g .co m

Photo: Nelda Lee was the first woman
to serve as a flight-test engineer for the
F-15 Eagle program. courtesy of nelda lee

Customer Profile

Eastern charm for
the long haul
A growing fleet of 777-300ERs helps China Eastern expand
service—and profits—in the North American market
by S u n n y Xu

The skies above the Pacific grow
busier all the time, as airlines on both
sides of the ocean put more planes in
the air—connecting more cities. And a
growing number of those passengers
are from China.
The rise of Chinese outbound travel,
which exceeded 100 million passengers for
the first time last year, is reshaping China
Eastern Airlines. The Shanghai-based
carrier operates six Boeing 777-300ER
(Extended Range) airplanes, with 14 more
scheduled to join its fleet in coming years.
“The 777-300ER fleet will be the
driving force for our Pacific plan,” said
Liu Shaoyong, chairman of China Eastern
Airlines. “It’s aimed at increasing our
market development in the China-U.S.
sector, including raising awareness of
our brand, and increasing our market
share in the North American market.”
China Eastern is one of three major
airlines in mainland China. With a fleet
of nearly 500 long-haul and short-haul
airplanes, it serves about 80 million

travelers annually and ranks among
the world’s top five airlines by
passenger volume.
The airline is also the largest 737
operator in China. In July it announced
plans to add 50 Next-Generation 737-800s
to be flown by China United Airlines, a
wholly owned subsidiary of China Eastern.
“We are confident that these new 737s
will play an important role in positioning
the airline for long-term success in the
competitive Chinese commercial aviation
market,” said Ihssane Mounir, senior vice
president of Commercial Airplanes Sales
for Northeast Asia.
Liu said the airline’s goal is to provide
customers with a world-class travel
experience with Eastern charm. The
777-300ERs feature economy-class,
business class with full-flat seating,
and six private, first-class suites with
6-foot-7-inch-long (2-meter) beds. The
Boeing Signature Interior sets the
mood throughout, with LED lighting
providing 23 potential colorscapes.

With delivery of the first of 20
777-300ERs last September, China
Eastern also has launched its new livery, a
simpler, more free-form version, with the
letters C and E in the shape of a swallow.
Since November, China Eastern’s
777-300ERs have provided service
from Shanghai to Los Angeles,
followed early this year by New York
and Toronto. It plans to further expand
service to North America, Liu said.
Strong traffic, lower fuel prices and the
lower operating cost of the 777-300ER
have made the airline’s North American
routes profitable so far this year, Liu said,
explaining that the airline had planned
to make North America a “core profit
generator” in three years’ time, but
reached profitability sooner than expected.
“We have been flying international
long-haul for more than 20 years,” Liu
said. “There have been profits reported
in certain months by certain routes, but
for the entire North America market to
turn in profits, this is the first time.” n
s u n n y. xu2 @ bo e i n g .co m

Photo: A China Eastern 777-300ER
(Extended Range) in flight. chad slattery
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Milestones

Service Awards:
Boeing recognizes the following employees in September for their years of service.
5 0 y e ars
Mary Aubuchon
George Springmeyer
4 5 y e ars
Ellen Bauer
Cynthia Jeffries
Ronald Monders
Robert Moore
Joe Nunes
4 0 y e ars
Charles Albietz
Marilyn Aragon
David Badowski
Henry Brown
Robert Bruns
Robert Cummings
Deborah Dabrowski
Wilton Eagan
Robert Engelhardt
John Hembree
Jeffrey Hope
Andrew Kertz
Frank McAfee
John Meyer
Linda Mitchell
William Nelson
Errie Norris
Robert Risi
Jeffrey Rogers
Karen Siplin
Gordon Spencer
Richard Weiner
3 5 y e ars
Nancy Ackerson
Konen
Raymond Aguilar
Thomas Ambuehl
Jeffrey Ankle
Jeanne Archie
Robert Bales
Curtis Banks
Walter Baron
Gwendolyn Bell
Brian Bernitt
Michael Bird
Angelo Blando
Alan Boutilier
Sheila Boze
John Brownlee
Philip Buhl
David Burnham
Matthew Burrell
William Butts
Mary Caldwell
Daniel Cameron
Raymond Cantu
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Ramon Cervantes
Robert Church
Rodney Chute
Teresa Colmo
Michael Conant
Lawrence Conway
Dave Cook
Robert Creason
Raymond Cunningham
John Doherty
Douglas Dolleman
Jeff Drury
Linda Duschl
Ricky Eggersman
Jeffrey Elbon
Nader Elgabalawi
James Emslie
Gary Eng
Lynne Eskil
Thomas Fallgreen
Kenneth Farkas
Gregg Farrar
Jill Fawcett
Robert Feuerstein
Kenneth Foersch
Barry Frederick
Jonathan Freier
Daniel Gaffney
Marcia Gale
David Gamrath
Sandra Gianotas
Paul Goris
Christopher Graves
Brendyese Greco
Scott Gunderson
John Hallum
Patrick Harper
Renee Hart
Bradley Hays
Roberta Hays
Frank Heydari
Rodney Highland
Jeffery Holland
Jason Holmes
Michael Housden
Terry Howard
Roy Hurlbut
Terence Iadanza
Martin Inman
William Irvine
Gary Johnson
Randolph Johnson
Margaret Jones
Warren Kaneshiro
Jeffrey Kantorski
Clifford Kellogg
James Kelly
William Koch
Richard Kozlowski

Tracy Kralicek
Subir Lahiri
Michael Laik
Bradley Languille
Scott Lee
Erik Lidstrom
Walter Linden
Edward Litzinger
Doreen Looney
Jon Lyon
Monte Macias
Barbara MacLean
Lawson Mansfield
Deborah Markley
Thomas Maschek
Barry Mattern
Steven McLaughlin
Robert Mills
Bruce Milnor
Terrance Monahan
Howard Morris
Roger Morton
Randall Mosten
John Mullen
Lyle Mundt
Darlene Mustin
Randy Neymeyer
Erich Nielsen
Allen Niemann
Jeffrey Nocket
George Oord
Michelle Pasquan
Ronald Payne
Roberta
Perry-Garrison
Elmer Picard
Steven Precup
Deane Rhodes
John Roberts
Robert Robinson
Randy Rockwood
Majid Saghafi
Charles Sanders
Guillermo Santana
William Saupp
Gary Schwichtenberg
Martin Sep
Lewis Sezto
Gregory Shollar
James Simpson
Gordon Smith
Karlos Steele
Carol Streibig
Jack Striegel
Robert Strong
James Sunderland
William Supple
William Suttmeier
Katherine Swain

Joan Teixeira
Kevin Tessmer
Ben Thompson
Ronald Thrower
Joseph Toriello
Finis Triplett
Rick Vahlberg
James Vasatka
Kenneth Vergowe
Roger Vondoenhoff
Jeffery Walker
Tina Walker
John Wehner
Randall Wells
Michael Wheeler
Jackson Whitaker
James Wilson
John Winn
Susan Winter
Douglas Wise
Dexter Wong
Deborah Yadao
Mark Zurschmiede
3 0 y e a rs
David Abbett
Kraig Adams
Elissa Adelmann
Jose Aggacid
Susan Aikawa
Kevin Allen
Brian Ames
Gary Andelin
Michael Anderson
Henry Apigo
A.N. Apostolopoulos
Jimmie Ard
Beatriz Armstrong
Susan Ault
Jeffrey Ayers
John Aynes
Brian Azeka
Cary Baker
Stephen Battershell
Regenia Bean
William Behrens
Michael Benko
Jeffry Berner
Kelly Bethards
Steven Betts
Brent Black
Vicki Blanford
Brad Bradley
James Brandmire
Michael Brenner
William Bronecke
Donald Browder
David Brown
Jacqueline Brown

Robert Brown
Stephen Brown
Toney Brown
Frank Buck
Nu Bunnel
Stephen Burger
Roger Burgess
Gerald Buss
Daniel Busse
Paul Byrne
David Caballero
Frank Caldwell
Jerry Calhoun
Kevin Callahan
Steven Cameron
Deborah Campbell
Paul Campbell
Jeanene Canzone
Thomas Carney
Wallace Carpenter
Robin Carsten
Kyle Cason
Rick Chase
Larry Chavez
Peter Chen
Robert Chesterfield
John Clarence
Jay Clement
Sandra Cleveland
Michael Clouse
Eric Cobbs
Scott Coburn
Peter Colebrook
Scott Collier
Thomas Conard
Jeffrey Cook
Becton Corbin
David Cowan
David Crane
Susan Cranmer
Janice Crocker
Charles Croft
Brian Crow
Paul Culler
Kevin Cunningham
Bruce Dahl
Rory Daigle
Thang Dao
Ralph Darby
Karen Darrow
Gary Davis
Robert Davis
Marc De Barro
Michael Debry
Keith Decker
Kelly Derksen
Michael Deskins
Shawn Dillon
Michael Dowell

Christopher Dunn
Nicholas Dupas
Barbara Eggett
Michael Einfeldt
Clifton Ellison
Daniel Emmert
Keith Etling
Jeffrey Evans
George Farah
James Farricker
Robert Fay
Robert Ferguson
Michael Fine
Charlotte Fish
Jennifer Fleming
Kimberly Foster
Oscar Francisco
Steve Franco
Timothy Frodsham
Richard Frontino
Michael Gabelein
Ronald Gaines
Richard Galbraith
Clinton Gallagher
Michael Gamble
Gregory Gansneder
David George
Carol Gilbert
Marcus Glover
James Goodburlet
Robert Goodman
David Goodwin
Jeanine Gray
Clive Greene
Jeffrey Greene
Jason Greer
Rickford Gregg
Patrick Gross
Leslie Gudith
Terry Guebert
Kervin Hagan
Wendi Haigh
Billy Halcomb
Charles Halter
Michael Harberg
Scott Hart
Steven Hartman
Ted Hartzell
Dennis Hasenstab
Patrick Hassett
Thomas Hayden
George Healas
Christine Heater
Michael Hennessey
Craig Henningsen
Howard Henry
Roger Hensley
William Hess
Curt Hickman

Raymond Hilde
Edgar Hipolito
Ronald Hobbs
Richard Hobby
Michael Hoff
Lawrence Holzer
Michael Hootman
Jonathan Hoppes
Ralph Hoyte
Bryant Huie
David Huie
Michael Hundelt
Saint Inman
Alan Ishii
Jayne Jacko
Richard Jacobs
Aaron Johnson
Emil Johnson
Hal Johnson
Roland Johnson
Craig Johnston
Jonathan Jones
Jimmie Jordan
Shannon Jurgens
David Kaline
Daniel Kaz
Charles Keeney
Bret Kelley
Dana Klinghammer
Sarah Knight
Robert Knox
David Knudson
Eric Knutson
Ken Kogle
Linda Kozak
Steve Kozlowski
John Krizmanic
Liem La
Eileen Lanno
Elizabeth Lavy
Kathleen Layton
Minh Le
Raynaldo Legaspi
Kenneth Levens
Dennis Lewark
Kenneth Lewis
Brian Ley
John Liu
Denise Lochotzki
Marilyn Locking
Mike Luu
John Lyons
Pauline Manuel
Stanley McCullough
Thomas McGrath
Jon McKnight
Listiarini McNicholl
Mary Mellinger
Jorge Meneses
Robert Meyer
Michael Micciche
Gregory Miller
Theron Miller
Frank Minnick
Kelly Morley
Steve Morse
Steven Moser
William Moy
Thomas Mroczkowski

Mark Mullen
Hugo Munoz
Timothy Murphy
Bernard Murray
Scott Murray
Audry Musgrove
Karen Myers
Manuel Najera
Peter Nash
Rodney Nehls
Randall Nelson
Gerald Nerlin
Le Nguyen
Branson Nicholson
Patricia Nobriga
Joseph Northrup
Ronald Norton
Kimberly Nothstine
William Nyberg
Bradley Oatman
Scott Okunami
Todd Olsen
Kyle Olson
Erin O’Neil
Richard Osborne
William O’Toole
James Pangborn
Janifred Parker
Kimberly Parker
Barry Patrick
Dirk Patton
Michael Paulson
Dean Peabody
Steven Perkins
Joseph Perkinson
Scott Pettit
Do Pham
Patrick Pielage
Bruce Plendl
Kimberly Pokela
Earl Potter
Stephen Pulsinelli
Ernest Queen
John Rainwaters
Cathy Ran
Mark Randall
David Real
Norman Ream
Michael Rethlake
Dewayne Reynolds
Sharol Rhotehamel
Scott Richmond
Joseph Riikula
Charles Rind
Jesse Ritch
James Roberts
David Robertson
Dale Robinson
Brenda Robles
Michael Rosales
Steven Rosdahl
William Rosecrance
April Roulst
Gina Rubash
Kenneth Ruether
Antonio Rufin
Max Runyan
Mark Russell
Douglas Sadowski

Miguel Saldivar
Maria Sanchez
Jerome Sanford
Jerry Santana
Mark Sarkies
Martin Sarsfield
Jeffrey Savage
Marta Schaper
Douglas Schiffner
David Schmalbeck
Jeffrey Schmidt
Scott Scholl
Peter Schoot
Jenny Schwitters
Kris Scott
Ronald Seek
Harry Sefton
Fred Shamoon
Thomas Shapley
Frederick Sharpe
Mawshyong Shiau
Raymond Shirley
Thomas Shumaker
Byron Slater
Gregory Smith
Patrick Smith
Stephen Smith
Warren Snapp
Kenneth Song
Rodney Sorenson
Kirk Sorum
Dean Spadoni
Kenneth Sperry
David Spurling
Dennis Stenson
Robert Stephenson
Robert Steranko
Samuel Stiles
Joseph Stoll
Vaughn Stout
David Sundquist
Wesley Sutherland
Daniel Sutton
Eric Swanson
Laura Tabrez
Gary Tamas
James Tasakos
Nancy Taylor
Keith Thies
Kelly Thomas
Barbara Thompson
Cora Thompson
Edward Thompson
Lawrence Thompson
Scott Thompson
William Thompson
Guy Tillman
Michael Tovey
Boran Traluch
Ha Tran-Nguyen
Michael Trent
Minh Truong
Paul Twiss
David Uetrecht
Aaron Ushler
Sara Valencia
Robert Valko
Arturo Valle
Mark Vandehey

Paula Vandeway
Toni Venezia
Kimberly Villines
Barton Volpe
Floyd Wagner
Evella Walker
Andrew Wallin
Kipp Walter
Steven Waltman
Dale Wanden
Jeffery Waugh
Jack Wear
Jack Webb
James Webb
Timothy Webb
Dennis Weisser
Raymond Welch
Charles Wellentin
David West
Kenton Wheeler
Constance White
Jeffrey White
Stephen Whitlock
John Wiedemann
David Wiegand
Kurt Wilhelm
Craig Williams
David Williams
Douglas Wilson
Scott Wilson
Steven Wisor
Kurt Withnell
Andrew Wong
Michael Worcester
Bryan Wren
Sheryl Wright
Marcia Wycpalek
Charles Yanak
Barbara Yniguez
Edward Zarek
Perry Ziegenbein
Jonathan Zurcher
2 5 y e a rs
Omar Abdulalim
Douglas Ackerman
Kelly Adams
Debbie Akers
James Ampleman
Matthew Anders
David Anderson
Kevin Anderson
Bruce Avenell
Priscilla Avis
Andrea Baines
Conrad Ball
Kevin Bartelson
Michael Bartlett
Arthur Batucal
Jacqueline
Bays-Muchmore
Craig Becker-Irvin
Dale Beckett
Janine Beranek-Cook
Ted Berry
Willard Bethel
Julie Betlach
Norman Bihr
Jeffrey Bilco

Gerald Blaylock
Donna-Lynn Boiteau
David Bowden
Howard Brisendine
Douglas Brown
Robert Brown
Henry Brownlee
Toni Bryant
Stacey Buffo
Jeffery Bullard
Deborah Bunderson
Gary Bush
Gary Carlone
Christopher Carpenter
Bryan Cavanaugh
Frank Chang
Paul Cheek

Thomas Chesnut
Ben Christel
Thomas Ciccarelli
Paul Cohen
Kelvin Corley
Martin Cornelson
Aaron Cortel
Kenneth Costanzo
Steven Crandall
Francisco Dalit
Thomas Davidson
Earl Davis
Edward
DeAlbuquerque
Alan DeJager
Gregory Demel
Michael Diverde

Number of employees:

2
5
22
162
401
264
50 YE ARS

45 YE ARS

40 YE ARS

35 YE ARS

3 0 YE ARS

25 YE ARS
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In Focus

Double
Eagle
Two U.S. Air Force F-15C Eagles
from the 18th Wing at Kadena
Air Base, in Japan, take off from
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson
near Anchorage, Alaska, while
participating in Northern Edge,
a joint training exercise held in
June. Boeing builds the F-15 air
superiority fighter in St. Louis.
PHOTO: associated Press
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